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STATEMENTOFPAULSTEPHENREADDY 

I, Paul Stephen Readdy, Executive of CHAMP Ventures Pty Limited, of 33 Sixth Avenue, 

Windsor in the state of Queens land, say as follows: 

1 I am an Executive at CHAMP Ventures (CHAMP) and a non-executive Director of Sea 

Swift Pty Ltd (Sea Swift). 

2 I make this statement from my own knowledge as Executive at CHAMP and as a non

executive Director of Sea Swift and from having consulted and made enquiries of 

relevant staff and the records of CHAMP and Sea Swift. 

3 Unless otherwise defined in this statement, terms used in this statement have the same 

meaning as defined in the Form S to which this statement relates. 

BACKGROUND 

Qualifications and employment background 

4 I am an Executive of CHAMP and have held this position since November 2009. 

5 Prior to my employment with CHAMP I worked for 9 years with AMP Capital Investors 

Limited (AMP) as a Director in the Private Equity division. During my employment with 

AMP Capital, I was a director or alternate director of a number of portfolio companies 

including Multix, Ausfuel, Olex Holdings, Vision Group, Jeminex, One Group Retail, 

National Fire and United Equipment. In 2009, AMP's private equity division merged with 

CHAMP. 

6 I hold a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Queensland and I am a Certified 

Practising Accountant. 

7 A copy of my most recent curriculum vitae is attached as Annexure "PSR-1". 

Role and responsibility at CHAMP 

8 As an Executive of CHAMP, I am responsible for: 

(a) sourcing and executing new investment opportunities for CHAMP's private equity 

funds ; and 

(b) managing CHAMP's investments and the companies in my portfolio. 

9 I am currently responsible for and manage three portfolios on behalf of CHAMP, these 

are: 

(a) Lorna Jane, which is an activewear business; 

(b) RSEA, which is a Melbourne-based safety business; and 
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(c) Sea Swift, a community and costal shtpping and logistics company. 

·1 0 In my role as Executive of CHAMP, I report to Su·Ming Wong the Chief Executive Officer 

of CHAMP and Greg Smith the Executive Director of CHAMP. Su-Mlng Wong and Greg 

Smith sit on the CHAMP board and all major decisions or proposed investments of Sea 

Swift require approval from the board. 

ACQUISTION OF SEA SWIFT BY CHAMP VENTURES 

Description of the purchase of Sea Swift 

11 In early 2012, CHAMP was invited by KPMG Corporate Finance to participate in the sale 

of Sea Swift. As p-art of the sale process, I participated in a site visit of Sea Swift's 

operations in Cairns and Thursday Island on behalf of CHAMP. 

12 In April 2012, CHAMP signed a terms sheet and commenced due diligence of the 

acquisition. I participated in the due diligence process on behalf of CHAMP along with 

other members of the CHAMP investment team, which included Su-Ming Wong, 

Jonathan Kelly, Kristin Vaughan and myself. The due diligence process included 

obtaining reports from the following providers: 

(a) Accounting and tax- (Deloitte); 

(b) Legal- (Corrs Chambers Westgarth) ; 

(c) Commercial - (Crescendo Partners); 

(d) LNG market- (Douglas Westwood) ; 

(e) Vessels, maintenance and systems- (Howells Maritime); and 

(f) Insurance- (Aon). 

I was responsible for reviewing the reports listed above and I relied on the information 

contained in the reports to consider and formulate CHAMP's investment thesis. 

13 In June 2012, following the due diligence process, the investment team prepared an 

internal White Paper for consideration by CHAMP's board which outlined the business 

case for the acquisition of Sea Swift and recommended that the board approve the 

acquisition of Sea Swift. I had a key role in preparing the White Paper. 

14 The CHAMP Ventures 7 Management Pty Ltd board approved the acquisition of Sea 

Swift, and in about November 2012, CHAMP Ventures Investments 7 LP and Perpetual 

Nominees Limited (as trustee for CHAMP Ventures Investment Trust No.7C) (together 

the CHAMP Ventures Funds) acquired a majority interest in Sea Swift (Holdings) Pty 

Ltd), the holding company of Sea Swift. At the same time, Harbourvest Partners 2007 

Direct Fund LP acquired an interest, and various individuals, including members of Sea 
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Swift's management team also acquired small interests. CHAMP Ventures 7 

Management Pty Limited is the. manager of CHAMP Ventures Funds. Set out in 

Annexure "PSR-·2" is a list of Sea Swift's related bodies corporate. 

15 Prior to the acquisition of Sea Swift, I did not have any direct experience in marine 

freight services businesses. However, my colleague Greg Smith and I gained logistics 

and freight distribution experience whilst at AMP with Mitchell Transport, Which was a 

Western Australian-based transport provider, and Ausfuel, which was a Northern 

Territory (NT) based road transport provider for commercial fuel distribution. These 

companies were both part of AMP's portfolio and Greg and I oversaw the businesses in 

our roles at the time. 

16 

Commercial rationale for the acquisition 

17 The CHAMP investment team's thesis for the acquisition of Sea Swift was compr:ised of 

the three key elements set out below. 

Committed, capable and experienced team supported by solid business systems 

18 The management team at Sea Swift were professional and entrepreneurial managers 

with a hi_gh level of commercial and industry knowledge. The management team were 

largely responsible for Sea Swift's growth in the three years prior and had a strong 

business plan for Sea Swift's future growth. 

19 The management team had also implemented robust fin~ncia l and operational systems, 

including the establishment of a comprehensive safety management program for Sea 

Swift's employees, the creation of a human resources team and other sales and 

marketing initiat1ves. 

Well established, defensive and defendable annuity business in cargo 

20 The due diligence process demonstrated that Sea Swift had a stable demand profile that 

was underpinned by: 

(a) modest increases to average spend per head in remote communities; 

(b) population growth in existing remote mining communities ; and 
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(c) further development of approved remote mines and related infrastructure in the 

region. 

21 It was clear that Sea Swift had been the dominant operator in Far North Queensland 

(FNQ) for some time, providing freight services out of Cairns to the Outer Torres Strait 

Islands (OTSI) . 

22 I had come to learn throughout the due diligence process that competitors in FNQ over 

the past 15 - 20 years have consistently failed to establish a financially viable alternative 

to Sea Swift. At the time, the investment team had considered that it would be difficult 

for a new entrant to compete with Sea Swift's business in the long term, because Sea 

Swift had a proven track record of servicing remote communities and customers over a 

long period of time. The due diligence confirmed to us that service and reliability were 

critical to succeed in the marine freight service industry. It was also apparent that Sea 

Swift was considered by customers to have high standards of service and reliability. 

23 Sea Swift had (and continues to have) a large fit-for-purpose marine fleet with 

substantial land based infrastructure to support its operations. The due diligence 

process also indicated that Sea Swift had clear advantages in cost competitiveness and 

flexibility, due to the scale of its operation in the region, including its integrated network 

of shipping routes and depots, an in-house engineering capability and a non-unionised 

workforce. 

24 I viewed one of the key advantages of the Sea Swift cargo business was that it was an 

annuity business, by which I mean that it was predictable from a demand perspective 

with customers requiring regular and repeatable services. 

Clear organic growth strategy supported by favourable demand drivers plus opportunity for 

inorganic growth 

25 The due diligence process confirmed that Sea Swift had the potential to grow both its 

cargo and project businesses. I viewed this multi-faceted potential for growth as 

important for CHAMP's investment as it meant that it would not be reliant on one 

particular initiative to achieve growth. 

26 In its cargo business, I understood that Sea Swift considered that there were two primary 

strategies for growth: 

(a) growth of operations in FNQ through obtaining further contracts; and 

(b) expansion into the NT. 

27 In relation to the FNQ business, I understood that Sea Swift considered there was 

potential to grow its operations in FNQ through further growth in the Weipa cargo 
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business. That business could be increased by seeking to obtain two large marine 

freight contracts. These contracts were the Rio Tinto Alcan contract (supporting its 

continuous mining operations and power stations) and the Woolworths contract (for the 

shipment of grocery products and related equipment). At the time, those contracts were 

held by Toll Marine Logistics Australia (TML), which serviced those contracts by 

shipping from Cairns. 

28 Further, I understood from the due diligence process, that it was a long held view of 

management that the natural progression for the business was expansion into the NT. 

learnt that management had identified an opportunity to enter the NT through the 

acquisition of a small operator by the name of Tiwi Barges Pty Ltd. 

29 It appeared to me that successfully entering the NT would increase Sea Swift's recurring 

revenue base over the term of CHAMP's investment in Sea Swift which was anticipated 

to be a term of 3 to 5 years, which is typical of private equity investments. 

30 However, I understood that to maintain this recurring revenue base, Sea Swift would 

·also need to win additional contracted volumes of freight in the NT. This was necessary 

so that the entry into the NT could be sustainable in the long term. I considered this to 

be an opportunity for growth and I was of the view that this was a natural progression for 

Sea Swift. 

31 In relation to the projects business, the potential for growth identified by Sea Swift was 

based on the following: 

(a) Demand in the project business for the 12 months leading up to CHAMP's 

acquisition had increased significantly and the growth was forecast to continue for 

the next 2-3 years. A significant proportion of Sea Swift's projects business revenue 

was derived from the liquefied natural gas (LNG) projects on Curtis Island in 

Gladstone. Sea Swift was recognised as an established operator with a quality fleet 

servicing Gladstone. 

(b) At the time of CHAMP's acquisition, Sea Swift predicted that the work related to the 

three existing LNG plants under construction at Gladstone would continue until the 

end of FY 2015, and that at 
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- Sea Swift's vessels could be easily relocated to other regrons to 

perform project work once the demand for marine support in Gladstone contracted. 

Role and responsibility at Sea Swift 

32 Since CHAMP's acquisition of Sea Swift in October 2012, I have been a member of the 

Sea Swift board as a Non-Executive Director. 

33 As a Non-Executive Director of Sea Swift, I am responsible for: 

(a) providing strategic advice to Sea Swift's board on the company's operations; 

(b) monitoring the performance of management and reviewing Sea Swift's financial 

performance; and 

(c) providing direction and strategic advice to Sea Swift's board on acquisitions and 

mergers. 

34 CHAMP does not generally irwolve itself in the day to day operations of Sea Swift. 

Instead, Sea Swift's management team, under the direction of the Managing Director 

and CEO, Mr Fred White, has direct oversight and day to day management of Sea 

Swift's business. 

OVERVIEW OF THE SEA SWIFT BUSINESS 

Overview of Sea Swift's business model 

35 Since my role on the Sea Swift board, my knowledge of the business has grown 

considerably because of: 

(a) the regular board reporting I receive, which includes monthly written reports from the 

CEO, Mr Fred White, the CFO, Ms Nancy Ferguson and the COO, Mr Lino Bruno; 

(b) discussions with members of the board; and 

(c) my active interest in Sea Swift's operations, including attending board meetings in 

Darwin, visits to Cairns a11d meeting with some customers and other interested 

parties. 

36 From my involvement with Sea Swift's board, I am aware that Sea Swift currently 

operates four types of business in FNQ and the NT, being: 

(a) general cargo; 

(b) fishery support; 

(c) project logistics; and 
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(d) passenger cruise. 

37 The general cargo business offers scheduled general freight services to remote 

communities (mining and non~mining) in the NT and FNQ .. Customers include remote 

mining operations, businesses, government and individual consumers, and are charged 

on a volume and destination basis. 

38 The fishery support business provides mothershipping services to commercial fishing 

operators, operating in waters close to the NT and FNQ. This includes delivery of 

supplies and provisions to the vessels as well as cartage of their product back to 

shoreside depots. Customers of the mothershipping business are charged on a price 

per kilo basis.. Sea Swift also supplies fuel to these customers and it is charged on a 

price per litre and destination basis .. 

39 The projects logistics business provides crewed vessels to transport project related 

freight to remote coastal/ near shore destinations. The customers of the project 

logistics business are charged on a price per clay basis. 

40 The passenger cruise business offers ad hoc passenger and vehicle transportation in 

the NT and FNQ on Sea Swift's vessels. 

Sea Swift's entry and expansion into the NT 

41 Following CHAMP's acquisition of Sea SWift, I considered Sea Swift's acquisition of the 

Tiwi Barges business to be a low cost and low risk way for Sea Swift to enter the NT. 

The acquisition cost was approximately - and this included the establishment of 

a long term lease of land 1n Darwin on the Hudson Creek which Sea Swift could use as 

its NT base. The acquisition would also allow Sea Swift to enter the NT with an 

established customer base and routes, which could cover some of the costs associated 

with acquiring the Tiw1 Barges business and establishing the NT base. 

42 On or around 18 January 2013, Sea Swift acquired the Tiwi Barges business. As part of 

the acquisition, Sea Swift acquired two relatively small and low value vessels and leased 

the associated land on the Hudson Creek in Darwin. l understand that further detail on 

the acquisition of Tlwl Barges is set out in the statement of Mr Fre.Q White. 

43 As mentioned above, it was management's view that successful execution of the entry 

into the NT would increase Sea Swift's recurring revenue stream. Sea Swift's .aim was to 

provide a superior alternative regular scheduled service to communities at a lower cost 

than TML, who was the primary full service operator in the NT, and had been since it 

acquired Perkins Shipping in 2009. It was Sea Swift's goat to win market share in the 

NT by competing for large contracts against its more established competitors, which 
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44 

Included TML and Shore Barge. and by competing for the available community freight 

volume across the NT. 

45 Shortly after its entry into the NT, Sea Swift was awarded the Caltex contract for 

deliveries of fuel to communities for NT Power and Water Corporation (NTP&W). This 

contract was previously held by TML. Given the size of that contract, I considered that it 

would provide critical underpinning volume for Sea Swift's operation in the NT, and that 

losing that volume would have impacted TML's profitability in the NT. 

Sea Swift's business in FNQ 

46 In late 2013, Sea Swift had tendered for and won both the Rio Tinto Alcan Weipa 

contract and the Woolworths contract Into Weipa. Both of these contracts were 

previously held by TML. I understood that the volume of cargo under those contracts 

was significant and for that reason, I considered that TML's profitability in FNQ would 

have been materially impacted. 

47 In early 2014, Sea Swift was also successful in winning the Woolworths contract into 

Gove in the NT, another major contract with significant volumes that was prevlously held 

by TML. 

48 At this time I understood from direct discussions with Fred White, and was informed by 

Sea Swift management at various board meetings, that TML had commenced pricing 

aggressively in both the NT and in FNQ. I was informed by management that they 

considered TML's pricing was unsustainably low. 

49 1 recall that by the conclusion of FY 2014, Sea Swift's discounting in response to TML'·s 

pricing was having a material impact on Sea Swift's profitability in FNQ, and that despite 

having won approximately . of the volume in the NT market. Sea Swift was struggling 

to break even given the costs associated with establishing a full service in the NT. 

Further information on Sea Swift's financial performance is set out in paragraphs 53 to 

69 below. 

50 It was my view at the time that TML's unsustainably low pricing, especially in FNQ, was 

based on one of two strategies: 
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(a) that TML were engaged in a long term plan to drive Sea Swift out of FNQ by 

competing for Sea Swift's market share in FNQ; or 

(b) that as TML had 'lost its core underpinning contracts in FNQ, and was facing the loss 

of significant volumes in the NT, it was a short term plan designed to drive Sea Swift 

to the negotiation table to acquire TML's remaining assets, given TML's full service 

business model was no longer sustainable. 

51 In September 2014, TML succeeded in winning back the NTP&W subcontract for fuel 

deliveries in the NT from Sea Swift. Caltex had lost the head contract to PUMA Energy 

and TML was subsequently awarded the fuel haulage subcontract by PUMA Energy. In 

addition, during the course of October and November 2014, TML subsequently 

succeeded In winning the IBIS contract from Sea Swift, which is a major supplier of 

groceries i n FNQ, and the OTSI. Again, management informed me on both occasions 

that they believed TML was pricing unsustainably low in order to win these contracts. 

52 The unsustainability of TML's strategy in FNQ (including the OTSI) was evidenced by 

the fact that TML did not have the vessels available to undertake the IBIS contract and 

shortly after winning that contract, subcontracted the outer island routes that it was 

unable to deliver under that contract to Sea Swift. I understand that TML continued to 

run the main, more profitable route, from Cairns to Horn Island l Thursday lslanQ. 

understand that further detail of this subcontracting arrangement is set out in the 

statement of Mr Fred White. 

Sea Swift's financial performance· since CHAMP's acquisition 

53 Since CHAMP's acquisition of Sea Swift, I am aware from my involvement in Sea Swift's 

board that it has struggled financially. 

54 In my view, there are two main reasons for this. 

55 First, as I have set out above, in 2012, it was thought that the operations at Gladstone 

would continue to provide a solid revenue stream for Sea Swift until at least the end of 

the FY 2015 and beyond, should the fourth LNG plant planned for Curtis Island proceed 

and should the South of the Embley mine expansion project in Weipa proceed. 

56 However, a severe contraction in Gladstone occurred sooner than expected and within 8 

to 10 months of CHAMP's acquisition of Sea Swift there were strong indications that the 

contracts and work associated with the LNG plants would come to an end sooner than 

forecast. Further to this , the future of the fourth LNG plant in Gladstone became less 

certain, as market speculation around its viability intensified due to cost pressures and 

LNG prices. As a result, Sea Swift's expected cash flow and revenue was significantly 

impacted. 
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57 Secondly, Sea Swift faced considerable financial pressure from selectively matching 

TML's pricing in FNQ and as a result of the ramp up costs associated with its entry into 

the NT. This included the operation of vessels in the NT which did not have enough 

underpinning volumes to cover the fixed costs associated with servicing all of the 

communities, the additional costs associated with the establishment of the depot in Gove 

and the increased costs from the development of the facilities at the Darwin depot. 

58 Set out in the table below is Sea Swift's normalised Earnings Before Income and Tax 

(EBIT) and normalised Earnings Before Income Tax, Depreciation and Amortisation 

(EBITDA), for each of Sea Swift's divisions across the FY 2012 to FY 2014. I 

understand that further details on why these figures required normalisation is set out in 

the statement of Ms Nancy Ferguson. 

Table 1: FY 2012 ('OOO's AUD) 

M....,,. ~-ht NT-· .......... !. .... , ... .Chlltet co ...... 
EBIT - I - -EBITDA .. I - -

59 I note that the consolidated Operating Profit Before Tax (OPBT) for the FY 2012 was 

Table 2: FY 2013 ('OOO's AUD) ...... FNQFtalgbt HTFrtlghl Chlltlr 

EBIT - - -EBITDA .. - -
60 I note that the consolidated OPBT for FY 2013 was - · 

Table 3: FY 2014 ('ODD's AUD) 

Meaaure FNQ Pnllght NT Freight ctater 

EBIT - - -EBITDA .. - .. 

Co MOl.._ .. -
Conllblldatecl .. -

61 I note that the consolidated OPBT for the FY 2014 was negative - · 

62 

that further detail on the reasons for this is set out in the statement of Ms Nancy 

Ferguson. 
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63 In May 2014, as a result of Sea Swift's financial performance, Sea Swift's management 

was forced to commence a restructure and rationalisation of its operations in order to 

facilitate major cost savings. I understand that further details of Sea Swift 's restructuring 

are set out in the statement of Ms Nancy Ferguson and Mr Fred White. 

64 As a result of the rationalisation and restructuring of Sea Swift's operations, it achieved 

the following results for FY 2015. 

Table 4: FY 2015 ('OOO's AUD) 

MIMUIP flt4Q (l)ltr#: ifrfftlollt c..r ~-1 

EBIT .. - ~ .. 
EBITOA .. - ~ -

65 I note that the consolidated OPBT for the FY 2015 was negative - I understand 

that further details of Sea Swift's profit and loss in each of these years are set out in the 

statement of Ms Nancy Ferguson. 

66 

67 I have also had to request the shareholders to contribute more capital towards Sea Swift 

to sustain its operations. 

(a) 

(c) 

(d) 

68 Sea Swift has forecast the following results for the FY 2016. 

Table 5: FY 2016 ('OOO's AUD) 

......... PNQPteeght NT Freight Charter 

EBIT .. - ~ 
EBITDA .. ~ .. 

ConaolldatM 

~ -
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69 These improved forecast figures largely reflect the cost. restructuring that has been 

taking place within the business, and also incorporate some uplift as a result of the 

1 August 2015 price increase, and the revenues anticipated for a new passenger service 

in the NT. 

THEPROPOSEDTRANSACTION 

70 In or around April 2014, my colleague at CHAMP, Mr Greg Smith, told me that TML had 

approached him about a potential transaction in which Sea Swift would acquire TML. 

71 Following a period of Information exchange and negotiation, the parties executed a term 

sheet on 8 September 2014. Sea Swift then commenced a due diligence process, which 

was led by Mr Fred White and myself. This process included a detailed review of the 

proposed transaction and financial report by Deloitte, including a tax and structuring 

report, the consideration and preparation of an integration plan which was revlewed by 

external consultants, survey reports of TML's vessels, a marine expert report by 

Thompson Clarke, and a legal due diligence process completed by external lawyers. 

Commercial ratjonaJe for the transaction 

72 I was the CHAMP executive principally responsible for assessing the transaction and 

implementing its execution, in conjunction with Mr Fred White. 

73 In my view, the proposed transaction with TML would take Sea Swift from its tenuous 

position where it was only making marginal returns in the NT and FNQ to being able to 

make a commercial return . I saw the transaction as an opportunity for Sea Swift to 

purchase, in the form of TML's existing business, a revenue stream that it could service 

with only modest increases to its existing cost base. 

7 4 It was my view that the proposed transaction would provide Sea Swift with certainty , 

gfven that there was a risk that Toll Holdings Limited (Toll) could subsidise the TML 

business with its significant balance sheet for an extended period of time as I was aware 

1hat Toll was a large corporate group with diversified operations around Australia and the 

Asia-Pacific region, such that Sea Swift might be driven out of the NT and FNQ. I saw 

the opportunity to do the proposed transaction with TML at the time as being preferable 

to the alternative, particularly because Sea Swift was in such a tenuous financial 

position. 

75 I considered thatTML had approached Sea Swift because it would have been unable to 

sell the business to any third parties, noting that the due diligence process revealed that 

it had an 
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76 As a result of TML's existing negative EBITDA, I considered it highly unlikely that a new 

entrant would be interested in purchasing their business under its current full service 

cost model. This is because I knew that TML's business Oust like Sea Swift's business) 

had high fixed costs that needed to be incurred regardless of the volume of freight 

carried from week to week. However, as an existing operator with the underlying full 

service infrastructure already in place, I considered that Sea Swift could service the 

existing revenue stream of TML's business, without having to take on many of the costs 

of TML's business. I also considered that TML's negative EBITDA was likely to be 

attributable to Sea Swift taking TML's revenue by winning major customers and TML's 

pricing to win volume and reduce Sea Swift's freight volumes. That is, its poor 

performance was not necessarily due to a fundamentally bad business model, rather it 

was because it simply no longer had the volumes to underpin its cost base. 

77 Each of the matters I have referred to above was taken into account in an analysis of the 

VC11ue that Sea Swift would obtain from TML's business after the deal was 

completed. This included an analysis of TML's business and assets and how those 

assets wou ld be integrated or de-duplicated after the acquisition. Based on that 

analysis, I concluded that Sea Swift should continue discussions with TML about the 

sale. 

78 As is common in these types of commercial negotiations, there was a considerable gap 

between each party's initial positions. The negotiations became very complex. 

Ultimately, a trade-off between the two parties was reached and a purchase price to the 

value of - was agreed. 

79 Set out in Confidential Annexure ''PSR-3" is a copy of the White Paper that sets out the 

business case for Sea Swift's acquisition of TML. Attached to the White Paper was a 

marine report which I commissioned from Thompson Clarke. attached as Confidential 

Annexure "PSR-4". Set out in Confidential Annexure "PSR-5'' is a copy of an update to 

the White Paper. 

80 The CHAMP investment team recommended the approval to the CHAMP board on the 

basis that the acquisition of TML provided the opportunity to: 

(a) optimise the combined vessel fleet (by effectively standing down or not taking on 

surplus vessels) resulting in the removal of seven vessels across the then current 

fleet configuration 
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(b) rationalise the duplicated depots across the NT and FNQ by "switching off' all TML 

depots in the NT as TML's facilities were larger and more costly 

(c) eliminate overheads from TML into Sea Swift's ·existing corporate cost structure 

(d) obtain a saving on labour costs, resulting from Sea Swift's lower labour costs 

compared to TML's and 

(e) acquire an annuity style revenue stream, by which I mean predictable volumes and 

repeat customers, of approximately - · 

81 The particular benefit of TML's contracts was an increase in predictable volumes and 

repeat customers. 

Description of the original proposed transaction 

82 On 24 November 2014, Sea Swift Pty Limited (as the Purchaser) and Toll (as the 

Vendor Guarantor) and Sea Swift Holdings Pty Limited (as the Purchaser Guarantor) 

executed the Asset and Share Sale Agreement (ASSA) (referred to as the Original 

Proposed Transaction). Set out at Confidential Annexure "PSR-6" is a copy of the 

AS SA. 

83 On 25 November 2014, Sea Swift and Toll announced that they had entered into an 

agreement for the acquisition by Sea Swift of the assets of TML's FNQ and NT marine 

freight operations. A copy of the announcements are attached as Annexure "PSR-7". 

Description of assets 

84 Under the AS SA. Sea Swift was effectively acquiring TML's NT and FNQ cargo freight 

business, including certain vessels, customer contracts, title or rights to various 

containers, equipment and miscellaneous small assets, the port of Gove lease and 

goodwill. 

Vessels 

85 Under the ASSA, Sea Swift was to acquire the following vessels from TML: 

(a) Toll Coral Bay with an insured value of $4.375 million; 

(b) Toll Warrenderwith an insured value of $6.875 million: 

(c) Toll Fourcroy with an insured value of $4.375 million; and 

(d) Toll Biquele Bay with an insured value of $6.875 million, 
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collectively referred to as TML Vessels. The TML Vessels were surveyed for Sea Swift 

by Howells Maritime Services. Copies of the survey reports for the TML Vessels are 

attached as Annexure "PSR-8" . 

Port /eases 

86 The Original Proposed Transaction did not involve any transfer by TML of rights of 

access to landing facilities, except with respect to the port of Gave, where TML operates 

certain wharf facilities pursuant to a long term lease with the Arnhem Land Aboriginal 

Land Trust, which is administered by the Northern Land Council. 

87 Under the ASSA, TML's lease relating to its wharf facil ity at Gove was to be transferred 

to Sea Swift. 

88 The Original Proposed Transaction does not include TML's port facility or land located in 

Frances Bay in Darwin. 

Customer marine freight contracts to /Je transfem'Jd 

89 The ASSA provided that TML. would assign certain customer contracts to Sea Swift and 

contemplates the subsequent entry into a deed of novation as between Sea Swift and 

the relevant customer (subject to the particular customer consenting to the novation). 

90 Sea Swift would subsequently service all agreements TML currently has with its 

customers or suppliers that are not fully performed at the completion date of the ASSA. 

Title or rights to various containers, equipment and miscellaneous small assets 

91 The ASSA provided that Sea Swift would acquire rights and specific assets relating to 

certain equipment used by TML to operate its business in the NT and FNQ, which 

included: 

(a) TML's rights under a number of leases for equipment such as vehicles, container 

handlers, forklifts, and transportable demountable buildings; 

(b) TML's rights under various leases for the supply of containers; and 

(c) various pieces of plant and equipment, including vessel equipment (eg onboard 

computer systems), forklifts, work platforms and trucks/trailers. 

Consideration 

92 

93 
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94 

95 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

ACCC Condition Precedent 

96 The ASSA also included a condition that completion was conditional on Sea Swift having 

obtained either: 

(a) informal merger clearance: 

(b) formal merger clearance; or 

(c) merger authorisation. 

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) condition in the ASSA 

required Sea Swift to prepare and file an application for informal clearance with the 

ACCC, with a sunset date to obtain this approval by 31 May 2015. 

THE ACCC INFORMAL MERGER CLEARANCE PROCESS 

97 Set out in the paragraphs that follow is a high level summary of the interactions with the 

ACCC throughout the informal merger clearance process. Whilst I have annexed the 

primary documents pUblished or issued by the ACCC, I have not annexed the entirety of 

the documents that were submitted by the parties to the ACCC throughout the process. 

I understand that these materials will be made available to the Tribunal by Gilbert + 
Tobin should the Tribunal wish to view them, 

98 On 5 December 2014, Sea Swift and TML submitted a confidential submission seeking 

informal merger clearance from the ACCC that it not object to the Original Proposed 

Transaction. Also included with the 5 December 2014 submission was a proposed 

undertaking to build ,in additional protection for the remote and indigenous communities 

in FNQ and the NT to provide assurance that regular, committed and reliable coastal 
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and community shipping services would continue to be provided (Original 

Undertaking). Attached at Confidential Annexure "PSR-9" is a copy of this undertaking. 

99 The undertaking was an acknowledgement by the parties of the essential nature of the 

marine freight services provided to the remote coastal and island communities in FNQ 

and NT, and that there may be concerns in those communities about disruption to the 

continuity of those services as a result of the transaction. Sea Swift wanted to provide 

assurance to TML's existing customers that regular, committed and reliable coastal 

marine freight services would continue to be provided, and that they would be provided 

at reasonable rates. 

100 On 16 January 2015, after the ACCC had conducted market inquiries about the 

proposed Original Transaction, the ACCC sent a letter to Sea Swift containing market 

feedback and an information request. Set out in Annexure "PSR-10" is a copy of the 

ACCC's letter. 

101 On 19 February 2015, the ACCC published a Statement of Issues in relation to the 

Original Proposed Transaction. I reviewed the ACCC's Statement of Issues, in particular 

its concern that the proposed acquisition will lead to significant price increases and I or 

service degradation in the supply of scheduled marine freight services in the NT and 

FNQ. The ACCC considered this would occur as the proposed acquisition would 

remove a vigorous and effective competitor. 

102 On 17 April 2015, the ACCC sent a market feedback letter summarising the issues 

raised by interested parties. 

103 Throughout this period Sea Swift's lawyers Gilbert+ Tobin, on behalf of Sea Swift 

continued to engage with the ACCC and provided various responses to its queries, 

further submissions and met with the ACCC on several occasions to discuss the issues 

they had raised and propose solutions. 

1 04 It became clear to the parties that the ACCC would not be making a decision prior to the 

31 May 2015 sunset date in the ASSA. 

105 As a result, in or around late May 2015, a renegotiation of the ASSA commenced. 

106 The purpose of the renegotiation was to extend the sunset date for the conditions 

precedent to allow more time for the ACCC to consider the transaction, and to use the 

opportunity to address the ACCC's perceived competition concerns. On this basis, Sea 

Swift: 

(a) sought to strengthen the community service obligations to the most remote and low 

volume ports; 
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(b) elected to not enforce any exclusivity provisions or minimum volume requirements in 

TML's transferred marine freight contracts; and 

(c) include.d as part of the undertaking an amended access regime to the port of Gove 

Wharf designed to improve access to that port for third parties. 

107 Further, the parties considered excluding the Toll Warrender, TML's line haul vessel, 

from the transaction so that it could be available for sale to a third party. 

108 As the sunset date in the ASSA was approaching, on 29 May 2015 the ACCC requested 

an undertaking from Sea Swift that it not take any steps to complete the transaction with 

TML or waive the ACCC condition (a copy of the ACCC's letter is attached as Annexure 

"PSR-11 "). Gilbert+ Tobin responded to the ACCC's letter on Sea Swift's behalf, 

confirming that Sea Swift would not take any further steps to complete the transaction, a 

copy of which Is attached at Annexure "PSR-12". 

109 The negotiations continued into June 2015 with the ACCC due to announce its decision 

on 11 June 2015. As this date approached, Sea Swift had only reached an in principle 

agreement with TML. A formal written agreement relating to a revised form of proposed 

transaction was yet to be finalised and executed and a revised undertaking was still 

being prepared for the ACCC to consider. 

110 On 11 June 2015, the ACCC agreed to extend the final decision date at the request of 

the parties to 9 July 2015 in order to consider the revised transaction and undertakings. 

However, the ACCC required TML to provide an undertaking that it would not close its 

operations in FNQ or the NT before 30 November 2015. I received and reviewed a copy 

of the ACCC's news release before it was published, a copy of which is attached at 

Annexure "PSR-13". 

111 Given the ACCC had agreed to an extension, in the interests of time, on 18 June 2015, 

Gilbert+ Tobin on behalf of Sea Swift proffered a preliminary working draft undertaking 

to the ACCC (Revised Undertaking) for their consideration. This undertaking included 

the revisions considered in paragraphs 125 to 129 below. 

THE REVISED PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

112 On 26 June 2015, I executed the amended ASSA (Amended ASSA) with TML on behalf 

of Sea Swift and a Side Deed as part of a revised transaction to address the ACCC's 

concerns outlined above at paragraphs 97- 111 (Revised Proposed Transaction). Set 

out in Confidential Annexures "PSR-14" and "PSR-15" are copies of those documents. 
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Key terms of the Revised Proposed Transaction 

113 The Amended ASSA changed the sunset date relevant to the ACCC Condition from 

31 May 2015 to 30 November 2015. The ACCC Condition ln the Amended ASSA was 

also revised such that it now includes a requirement that Sea Swift must prepare and file 

an application for merger authorisation with the Australian Competition Tribunal if the 

informal clearance application is unsuccessful. 

114 It was also agreed that TML's vessel, the Toll Warrender, would be excluded from the 

Revised Proposed Transaction and be offered for sale on the open market. Although I 

do not consider that the TML Vessels to be transferred to Sea Swift are unique, and that 

equivalent vessels suitable for the same purpose are readily and immediately available 

for charter or purchase, I asked TML to exclude the vessel from the Revised Proposed 

Transaction to try and address the ACCC's perceived concern about the availability of 

vessels for existing competitors or new entrants. 

Consideration 

11.5 

116 

117 

118 

119 The value of the cash and deferred payment of the transaction had reduced from 

This was because the value proposition of the Original 

Proposed Transaction had altered in the period from the date the qeal was signed, in 

November 2014, to the date of the renegotiation, some 6-7 months later, in May I June 
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2015. The reduction essentially reflected the decreased value of the deal to Sea Swift as 

a result of: 

(a) the changes and additions to the Original Undertaking, reflected in the Revised 

Undertaking; 

(b) the extension of the sunset date, relevant to the ACCC condition from 31 May 2015 

to 30 November 2015. The delay Tn the transaction has led to Sea Swift not being 

able to earn the revenue that I expected it to be able to earn from the acquisition of 

TML during that period; 

(c) 

(d) exclUsion of the Toll Wa«endervesset ; 

(e) the amendments to the ACCC condition, such that Sea Swift was required to prepare 

and file an application for merger authorisation to the Australian Competition Tribunal 

if the informal merger clearance application was not successful; and 

(f) recoupment of the costs of the Australian Competition Tribunal process (in the event 

that the ACCC opposed the transaction) . 

120 Prior to the execution of the Amended ASSA, I was also aware that TML had indicated 

to its customers that its intention was that it would be exiting the NT and FNQ in the 

event the transaction did not proceed. In February 2015, TML sent a letter to its 

customers which stated that TML was left with two choices. These were to pursue the 

transaction with Sea Swift, or wind up the business and sell its assets. I received a copy 

ofTML's email and letter by email from Mr Fred White on 27 February 2015 which are 

attached at Annexure "PSR-16". 

121 Also prior to the execution of the Amended ASSA, the Sea Swift board and I considered 

Whether to just let TML exit by allowing the ACCC condition sunset date to lapse. 

However, I did not consider that this was desirable because: 

(a) we had not yet received a decision from the ACCC and significant effort and cost 

had been spent getting the deal to that point; 

(b) there remained a risk (particularly given TML's size and the fact that it had been 

recently purchased by Japan Post), that if the deal did not go ahead, Toll would 

continue to subsidise the TML business and incur losses for an extended period. In 

that case, Sea Swift's position would continue to become more and more 

unsustainable (fn the same way that I have outlined above); 
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(c) as with the Original Proposed Transaction, the revised deal gave Sea Swift the 

certainty of TML's recurring revenue stream. In the case of TML exiting, it was not 

certain that Sea Swift would obtain the TML customers; and 

(d) there was value to Sea Swift in the handover of TML. business being orderly, rather 

than TML exiting the market without a deal. 

122 The value that I attribute to the orderly handover of the TML business is on the basis 

that: 

(a) Sea Swift will be. acquiring vessels that are fit for purpose vessels and that are tried 

and tested on the routes that they are running, which is low risk and convenient, and 

gives Sea Swift the certainty that it is acquiring existing vessels that it knows can 

service those routes effectively. This is not to say that Sea Swift could not have 

acquired the vessels on the open market, however acquiring the TML vessels is 

easier and quicker for Sea Swift; 

(b) the Transaction allows for the seamless transition of key customer contracts, 

including the Rio Tinto Gove, NTP&W, BHP Gemco and ALPA contracts and 

provides Sea Swift with the best opportunity to efficiently manage the transfer of 

those contracts so as to build a strong relationship with those customers, enabling 

Sea Swift to be in the best possible position for future tendering for that work; 

(c) TML's 20% interest in Sea Swift also provides a benefit to Sea Swift in ensuring the 

transition of vessels and contracts is in a manner that is not inconsistent with TML's 

interests and it would also assist Sea Swift to retain and access the working 

knowledge of those vessels and contracts that has accrued to TML over time; and 

(d) finally, I consider that buying the contracts and vessels as a package gives greater 

certainty to Sea Swift's business of securing additional funding in the short term 

which would not be available in a break-up type scenario. 

123 In short; I was willing to go ahead with the revised transaction because it gave Sea Swift 

increased certainty about the ongoing sustainability of its own business moving forward . 

124 Given the varlous factors that had altered in the transaction and for the reasons set out 

above, I consider the new purchase price is a reasonable price to pay for the TML 

business. 

Undertakjngs 

125 On 18 June 2015, as part of the Revised Proposed Transaction, Sea Swift offered a 

revised undertaking which was designed to address the ACCC's perceived competition 

issues. The three core parts of the undertaking comprised; 
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(a) non-enforcement of exclusivity and rninimum volume provisions in TML's transferred 

marine freight contracts; 

(b) community service obligations to the most remote ports sen/iced by Sea Swift in the 

NT and FNQ, with a price cap to provide protections for the communities; and 

(c) a third party access regime to the Gove Wharf. 

(Revised Undertaking). Set out in Confidential Annexure "PSR~17" is a copy of the 

Revised Undertaking. 

Non-enforcement of exclusivity and minimum volume provisions ln TML 's transferred marine 

contracts 

126 I understood that the ACCC was concerned that Sea Swift was acquiring TML's 

customer marine freight contracts. To address this concern Sea Swift decided not to 

enforce any exclusivity or minimum volume provision's in TML's transferred marine 

contracts. Instead, during the term of the transferred contracts and despite any provision 

to the contrary in the contract. TML customers who are transferred can elect to ship their 

freight or any volume of their freight with another provider for the remainder of their 

contract term, 

Community service obligations 

127 Based on the ACCC's feedback during the course of the informal merger clearance 

process, it appeared that the ACCC was particularly concerned about a lack of 

competition in respect of remote low volume ports. For that reason, Sea Swift offered an 

undertaking to the ACCC in respect of those locations. to maintain the frequency, quality 

and price of Sea Swift's services. 

Arrangements relating to Gove Wharf 

128 Throughout the informal merger clearance process the ACCC communicated that it was 

concerned that the current access undertaking at TML's facility at Gove Wharf was 

insufficient. To address the ACCC's concern, Sea Swift agreed to provide an enhanced 

access undertaking in relation to TML's facility at Gove. Compared to the current 

undertaking in place and TML's terms and conditions of access, the Revised 

Undertaking had a lower access fee combined with volumetric usage-based pricing, to 

facilitate access for smaller entrants. 

129 Although I was willing to offer the access undertaking to the ACCC in an effort to get the 

Proposed Revised Transaction cleared, I do not consider that an undertaking for access 

at Gove is necessary. I understand that the ACCC required an undertaking from Perkins 

Shipping 1n 2003 when Perkins Shipping acquired Gulf Freight. and that this undertaking 
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was later revised in 2005. At the time that undertaking was given the TML facility was 

the only landing facility in Gave with the capacity to transport c<>mmercial loads. Since 

that time Sea Swift has been able to opera1e in Gave without access to TML's facility_ 

Sea Swift has used the boat ramp of tne Gave Yacht Club. I uhderstand that further 

details regarding Sea Swift's use of the Gove Yacht Club's facilities are contained in the 

statement of Mr Fred White. 

AUTHORISATION APPLICATION TO THE AUSTRALIAN COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

130 On 9 July 2015, the ACCC notified its opposition to the Revised Proposed Transaction in 

a letter to the parties. The ACCC also issued a news release and frequently asked 

questions document on its website. These documents are set out at Annexure "PSR-

18'\ Annexure "PSR-19" and Annexure "PSR-20~ respectively. 

131 The Amended ASSA requires Sea Swift to prepare and file an application for merger 

authorisation from the Australian Competition Tribunal as the informal clearance 

application to the ACCC was unsuccessful. Given this requirement, after the decision 

was made by the ACCC to oppose the transaction, Sea Swift and TML began 

considering and preparing to lodge an application for authorisation, although a final 

decision to lodge was not made until sometime later. 

132 As part of the Australian Competition Tribunal authorisation application, Sea Swift Is 

proposing certain commitments that would become conditions of authorisation. I 

understand that further detail regarding the proposed conditions is set out in the 

statement of Mr Fred White. 

133 To address certain concerns raised by the ACCC in the informal clearance process 

regarding the Revised Proposed Transaction documents there is now a Further 

Amended ASSA by way of Side Deed. A copy of the Side Deed and a mark-up of the 

Amended and Restated Shareholders' Deed are attached as Confidential Annexure 

"PSR-21" and "PSR-22" respectively. 

134 Even if I had complete certainty that TML were going to exit the NT and FNQ, I still 

consider there is significant value to Sea Swift in completing a transaction with TML for 

the reasons given in paragraphs 80 to 81 and 121 to 124 above. These are: 

(a) the certainty of acquiring a recurring revenue stream; 

(b) the advantages of an orderly transition; and 

(c) the value of the vessels being acquired from TML. 
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135 In addition, I consider that the acquisition of TML's business as a going concern by Sea 

Swift provides the most certainty for the communities in FNQ and the NT which are 

currently being serviced by TML. 

SEA SWIFT'S OPERATIONS IN THE ABSENCE OF THE PROPOSED TRANSACTION 

136 If the proposed acquisition of Sea Swift does not proceed, it is my understanding that 

Sea Swift's management will need to reassess its business operations and rationalise its 

business activities further, in order to improve the commercial return for its stakeholders. 

137 Based on what I have seen happen in FNQ and the NT since CHAMP acquired Sea 

Swift (as set out above), it is my view that two full service operators in the NT and FNQ 

is not viable. 

138 If the Revised Proposed Transaction is not approved, the Sea Swift board would insist 

that management further consider its operations to identify what can be done to ensure 

its viability. It is not sustainable for Sea Swift's investors to continue to provide ongoing 

additional capital injections and so I would require management to consider matters 

such as the following: 

(a} 

(b) 

(c) 

139 We would need to do this because Sea Swift's ultimate responsibility is to its investors 

and we are required to manage their money respons ibly. 

ANNEXURES 

140 Set out in Schedule "A" of my statement is a table of annexures that I refer to in my 

statement, and the confidentiality claims made in respect of each. 

Paul Stephen Readdy, Executive, CHAMP Ventures 
and Non-Executive Director, Sea Swift Pty Ltd 

Date: 21 September 2015 
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SCHEDULE A 

TABLE OF ANNEXURES REFERRED TO IN MY STATEMENT 

~~ ·a ~ , . ....,. .... ·~~ 
PSR-1 Paul Readdy current curriculum vitae 

PSR-2 List of related bodies corporate of Sea Swift Pty Ltd 

PSR-3 Sea Swift Project Charge White Paper dated 17 November Whole document 
2014 

PSR-4 
Marine report prepared by Thompson Clarke dated October 

Whole document 2014 

PSR-5 
Update to the Sea Swift Project Charge White Paper dated 

Whole document 19 November 2014 

PSR-6 Sea Swift and Toll's Asset and Share Sale Agreement 
Whole document dated 24 November 2014 

PSR-7 
Sea Swift's and Toll's media announcements regarding Sea 
Swift's acquisition of Toll dated 25 November 2014 

PSR-8 Howells Marine Services TML Vessel surveys 

PSR-9 
Sea Swift's original draft undertaking provided to the ACCC 

Whole document 
on 5 December 2014 

PSR-10 ACCC letter to Sea Swift dated 16 January 2015 

PSR-11 ACCC letter to Sea Swift dated 29 May 2015 

PSR-12 Gilbert and Tobin letter to the ACCC dated 29 May 2015 

ACCC News Release regarding the Parties' request for an 
PSR-13 extension of the ACCC's proposed decision dated 12 June 

2015 

PSR-14 
Deed of Amendment between Sea Swift: and Toll dated 26 

Whole document June 2015 

Whole document 
PSR-15 Side Deed between Sea Swift and Toll dated 26 June 2015 

PSR-16 TML email and letter to 1ts customers dated 26 February 
2015 

PSR-1 7 Revised draft undertaking dated 18 June 2015 Whole document 

PSR-18 ACCC letter to the Parties dated 9 July 2015 regarding 
decision to oppose proposed transaction 
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A,nnaxur. ~n Conftdentllllty claim 

ACCC news release: ACCC opposes Sea Swift Pty ltd's 
PSR-19 proposed acquisition of Toll Marine Holdings dated 9 July 

2015 

PSR-20 
ACCC Q and A: Sea Swift proposed acquisition of Toll 
Marine 

PSR-21 Side Deed to the Asset and Share Sale Agreement Whole document 

PSR-22 Mark-up of Amended and Restated Shareholder's Deed Whole document 
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